Outcomes of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass in super-super-obese patients.
There is limited outcome data for super-super-obese (SSO) patients, those with Body Mass Index (BMI) ≥ 60 kg/m(2), who seek surgical treatment with Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB). A large single center LRYGB experience was reviewed to compare the safety and efficacy of LRYGB in SSO patients to the standard obese population undergoing this procedure. The American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS NSQIP) database and an Institutional Review Board approved prospective database was used to identify all patients undergoing LRYGB by multiple surgeons at a single institution between 1/1/1994 and 11/15/2013. Preoperative co-morbidities, postoperative complications, 30-day outcomes, and weight loss at yearly intervals were analyzed to determine difference between SSO patients and NonSSO patients (BMI < 60 kg/m(2)). Of the 2009 patients undergoing LRYGB over the past 20 years; 328 had BMI ≥ 60 kg/m(2). Preoperative co-morbidities, conversion to open, and length of stay were significantly increased among SSO patients; however there was no significant difference in postoperative outcomes or complications. Percent reduction of excess BMI beyond 12 months was significantly improved among NonSSO patients with less than 30% follow-up beyond 2 years. LRYGB appears well tolerated for super-super-obese patients with BMI ≥ 60 kg/m(2) in experienced centers. These patients still have significant reduction in excess BMI despite being less than NonSSO patients undergoing RYGB. The ACS NSQIP database provides excellent tracking of institutional progress with bariatric surgical outcomes to facilitate the improvement of best practice techniques.